
Page Topic Focus  

1 phonics reading words with short a,e,i 

1 place value number combinations of 10  

2 comprehension read and answer questions: The Wheelchair Race 

2 fast facts addition with sums to 10 

3 grammar identify complete sentences; sight word practice 

3 problem solving join, separate, skip counting 

4 writing self-editing  

4 graphing pictograph: apples eaten 

5 vocabulary learn and practice the word racket 

5 review identify greater number, time to the hour, number bonds 

6 phonics identifying short a sounds 

6 place value number combinations of 10 

7 comprehension read and answer questions:  The Treehouse 

7 fast facts addition with sums to 10 

8 grammar identifying nouns 

8 problem solving equations to 10, joining, counting 

9 writing self-editing 

9 graphing tally chart/bar graph: car colors 

10 vocabulary   learn and practice the word thrive 

10 review identify greater number, time to the hour, number bonds 

11 phonics short a,i,o,u 

11 place value number bonds 

12 comprehension read and answer questions:  Mickey’s Birthday 

12 fast facts subtraction with minuends to 10 

13 grammar ABC order 

13 problem solving separating, skip counting 

14 writing self-editing 

14 graphing bar graph: art supplies 

15 vocabulary describe foods 

15 review identify greater number, time to the hour, number bonds 
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16 phonics identifying short o sounds 

16 place value circle and count groups of 10 

17 comprehension read and answer questions: Seth’s Video Games 

17 fast facts subtraction with minuends to 10 

18 grammar identifying nouns 

18 problem solving equations to 16, separating, comparing 

19 writing ending punctuation 

19 graphing pictograph: baking cookies 

20 vocabulary compound words 

20 review place value, number bonds, naming shapes 

21 phonics sight words; plurals 

21 place value tens and ones (pictures) 

22 comprehension read and answer questions: Jack Bakes 

22 fast facts subtraction with minuends to ten 

23 grammar possessive nouns; sight words 

23 problem solving joining, comparing, separating, writing problems 

24 writing ending punctuation 

24 graphing line plot: chili at the diner 

25 vocabulary compound words 

25 review 10-frame, +10, naming 3-D shapes, number bonds 

26 phonics silent e patterns 

26 place value tens and ones (pictures) 

27 comprehension read and answer questions (setting): Seashells 

27 fast facts subtraction with minuends to 10 

28 grammar verb tense 

28 problem solving even and odd, writing problems 

29 writing capitalizing proper nouns 

29 graphing line graph: bean sprouts 

30 vocabulary word relationships 

30 review even & odd, ten frames, greater than, +10 
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31 phonics identifying short or long vowel sounds 

31 place value +/- 1 and 10 (pictures) 

32 comprehension read and make connections: Blowing Bubbles 

32 fast facts mixed addition and subtraction to 10 

33 grammar possessive nouns; irregular plurals 

33 problem solving dividing, writing problems, 2-step addition 

34 writing editing a letter 

34 graphing tally chart: field trip survey 

35 vocabulary learn and practice the word preen 

35 review even & odd, ten frames, ones and tens, -10 

36 phonics identifying and writing long e sounds 

36 place value add ones and tens (manipulatives); count by 10 

37 comprehension read and make connections: Slipping on the Ice 

37 fast facts mixed addition and subtraction to 10 

38 grammar past tense; compound words 

38 problem solving money, division, even and odd 

39 writing expanding sentences 

39 graphing bar graph: soccer games won 

40 vocabulary word relationships 

40 review less than, measurement, coins, tens and ones 

41 phonics long a patterns: a_e, ai, ay 

41 place value subtract ones and tens (manipulatives); place value 

42 comprehension read and infer: Nestor’s Car 

42 fast facts addition with sums to 20 

43 grammar past tense 

43 problem solving comparing, writing problems, money 

44 writing editing a letter 

44 graphing line plot: names written in a minute 

45 vocabulary synonyms 

45 review greater than, less than, tens and ones, coins 
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46 phonics long o patterns: o_e, oa, ow 

46 place value place value; +/-- tens and ones 

47 comprehension comparing stories 

47  fast facts addition with sums to 20 

48 grammar identifying verbs 

48 problem solving adding tens, addition (3 addends), 2-step addition 

49 writing expanding a sentence 

49 graphing data table: birds at the feeder 

50 vocabulary dictionary sight words 

50 review halves, coins, tens, greater than, time, even  

51 phonics ay and oa long vowel patterns 

51 place value flexible groupings of tens and ones 

52 comprehension identifying main idea 

52 fast facts addition with sums to 20 

53 grammar contractions 

53 problem solving 2-digit separating, multiplication, money 

54 writing editing a letter 

54 graphing tally chart: seashells 

55 vocabulary context clues 

55 review skip counting, tens and ones, coins, time 

56 phonics igh and ue long vowel patterns 

56 place value counting base-10 blocks 

57 comprehension table of contents 

57 fast facts addition with sums to 20 

58 grammar contractions 

58 problem solving money, division, place value 

59 writing expanding a sentence 

59 graphing pictograph: paper hearts 

60 vocabulary using a glossary  

60 review coins, base-10, place value, time, skip-counting 
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61 phonics identifying the ar sound 

61 place value matching standard and expanded form 

62 comprehension inferring 

62  fast facts subtraction with minuends to 20 

63 grammar past tense; sight words 

63 problem solving comparing, money, writing problems 

64 writing editing a letter 

64 graphing data table: dinosaur footprints 

65 vocabulary compound words; collective nouns 

65 review coins, expanded form, 100 chart puzzle, time 

66 phonics identifying vowel sounds 

66 place value +/- 100 

67 comprehension author’s purpose 

67 fast facts subtraction with minuends to 20 

68 grammar using adjectives 

68 problem solving money, 2-digit addition and subtraction 

69 writing read and label a diagram 

69 graphing line plot: number of pets 

70 vocabulary context clues 

70 review writing money amounts, adding tens, geometry 

71 phonics identifying vowel sounds; wr- & kn- digraphs 

71 place value +/- 100 and 200 

72 comprehension using a glossary 

72 fast facts subtraction with minuends to 20 

73 grammar using adverbs 

73 problem solving money, skip-counting, 2-digit subtraction 

74 writing expanding a sentences 

74 graphing data table: postage rates 

75 vocabulary context clues 

75 review fractions, geometry, writing money amounts, time 
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76 phonics review: long o patterns, past tense, prefixes, proper nouns 

76 place value expanded notation 

77 comprehension author’s purpose 

77  fast facts subtraction with minuends to 20 

78 grammar compound words; homophones 

78 problem solving skip counting, money, writing problems 

79 writing expanding a sentence 

79 graphing comparing bar graphs and tally charts 

80 vocabulary context clues 

80 review writing money amounts, adding ones and tens 

81 phonics review: sight words, possessives, adverbs, irregular plurals 

81 place value adding hundreds, tens, and ones 

82 comprehension main idea 

82 fast facts mixed addition and subtraction to 20 

83 grammar is/was past tense; collective nouns 

83 problem solving 3-digit addition, multiplication, writing problems 

84 writing editing a letter 

84 graphing pictograph: ladybugs 

85 vocabulary prefixes 

85 review subtraction with regrouping, cubes, fractions  

86 phonics review: short e patterns, past tense, prefixes, proper nouns 

86 place value number combinations that equal 100 

87 comprehension reading for details 

87 fast facts mixed addition and subtraction to 20 

88 grammar spelling 

88 problem solving measurement, geometry, 3-digit subtraction 

89 writing expanding a sentence 

89 graphing formatting graphs 

90 vocabulary using a glossary 

90 review skip-counting, place value, geometry, time 
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91 phonics review: spelling, possessives, adjectives, irregular plurals 

91 place value subtracting from 100 

92 comprehension sequencing events 

92  fast facts mixed addition and subtraction to 20 

93 grammar using adverbs 

93 problem solving multiplication, 2-digit subtraction, money 

94 writing expanding a sentence 

94 graphing line plot: measurement 

95 vocabulary context clues 

95 review money, fractions, missing part, quadrilateral 

96 phonics review: short o patterns, past tense, prefixes, proper nouns 

96 place value place value riddles 

97 comprehension drawing conclusions 

97 fast facts mixed addition and subtraction to 20 

98 grammar high frequency words 

98 problem solving money, 3-digit subtraction, writing a problem 

99 writing expanding a sentence 

99 graphing survey and graph: favorite summer activities 

100 vocabulary learn and practice the word honor 

100 review money, fractions, time, place value 

 


